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Let’s Have A Fight! 

“The FCA v The Royal Mint v The Bank of England” 

WHAT THE FCA SAYS in the FCA Consumer Warning – WeRe Bank 

https://www.fca.org.uk/news/consumer-notice-were-bank 

"The C&CCCL (a totally private corporation by the way and NOT a legally competent authority- my 

insertion here!) states that cheques are not legal tender and never have been. This means that if you 

owe someone money, they are not obliged to accept a cheque. Instead, a creditor is entitled to be paid 

in legal tender and can refuse payment in any other form." 

So can they [The Creditor so called] refuse a Bill of Exchange? 

To my mind if a creditor (one to whom one owes money supposedly) can refuse ALL except legal tender 

then WE OBVIOUSLY HAVE 2 TRACK COMMERCE. Contract on the private v Other = PUBLIC 

1. An offer and acceptance, invitation to treat and the passing of property under The Sale of Goods 

Acts in the realm of private commerce  

2. But then with credit or loan, lending, IOU another entirely different situation one now 

of….USURY = CREDIT at Interest %= NEGATIVE CAPACITANCE, CREDITOR v DEBTOR relationships 

THEREFORE A CREDITOR ie SOMEONE TO WHOM YOU [SUPPOSEDLY] OWE A DEBT TO – CANNOT 

REFUSE LEGAL TENDER BUT HE CAN REFUSE CREDIT CARD, CHEQUE OR STOCKS AND SHARES ETC 

So this can ONLY mean one thing – THE MOMENT YOU STEP OVER THE LINE INTO THE CREDITOR v 

DEBTOR REALM THEN YOU ARE IN LEGAL TENDER REALM = PUBLIC REALM 

TO CONTINUE... 

But according to…  

The Bills of Exchange Act 1882 a cheque is a promissory note and a bill… 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/Vict/45-46/61 

SECTION 73 OF SAID ACT SPELLS IT OUT VERY CLEARLY…. 

Cheque defined. 

“A cheque is a bill of exchange drawn on a banker payable on demand. 

https://www.fca.org.uk/news/consumer-notice-were-bank
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/Vict/45-46/61
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Except as otherwise provided in this Part, the provisions of this Act applicable to a bill of exchange 

payable on demand apply to a cheque.” 

So if that position is correct as enunciated by the lucid FCA [infra] they {the CREDITOR so called} can 

refuse a promissory note or cheque or IOU – right, and only HOLDING OUT FOR LEGAL TENDER? 

But what is a Bank of England note? Is it not Legal Tender? 

Is it not also in fact LESS WORTH THAN AN IOU because it has no standing as it has no traceable 

individual admitting to the loan merely a benign Secretarial signature? 

It is in FACT only a promise and I know in a court of law I’d rather be standing there trying to prove my 

claim for payment due if I had a signed IOU in my hand than just someone’s promise – what sayest 

though? Before the shills drone up by this I mean the signature of someone who can realistically pay on 

the note and NOT the Treasurer of the Bank of England “zum beispiel!” An individual claiming to pay 

against every citizen with the same note as was incurring the liability.] 

SO THE BANK OF ENGLAND’S ATTEMPT AT “LEGAL TENDERING” IS JUST A 

PROMISE RIGHT? 

It's a Promise to pay is it not? It says that it is! It states quite clearly…. 

"I promise to pay the bearer on demand the sum of five [ten/twenty/fifty] pounds" 

So we seem to be in some sort of circular reasoning: 

A CREDITOR IS ENTITLED TO BE PAID IN LEGAL TENDER [SAYS THE FCA, Royal Mint et al] BUT A 

PROMISSORY NOTE, WHICH IS A BANK OF ENGLAND NOTE, WHICH IS LEGAL TENDER, IS NOT 

ACCEPTABLE BECAUSE A PROMISSORY NOTE/IOU, WHICH IN FACT A CHEQUE IS,[ AN IOU], IS NOT AN 

ACCEPTABLE FORM OF PAYMENT AND IS NOT LEGAL TENDER!” 

Paging Dr Freud! Paging Dr. Freud! Please come immediately to the Emergency Room!! 

WHAT THE ROYAL MINT SAYS; 

“Legal tender has a very narrow and technical meaning in the settlement of debts. It means that a 

debtor cannot successfully be sued for non-payment if he pays into court in legal tender.”  

What the Bank of England says: 

http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/banknotes/Pages/about/faqs.aspx 

What is the Bank’s “Promise to Pay”? 
The words "I promise to pay the bearer on demand the sum of five [ten/twenty/fifty] pounds" 

date from long ago when our notes represented deposits of gold. At that time, a member of the 
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public could exchange one of our banknotes for gold to the same value. For example, a £5 note 

could be exchanged for five gold coins, called sovereigns. But the value of the pound has not 

been linked to gold for many years, so the meaning of the promise to pay has changed. 

Exchange into gold is no longer possible and Bank of England notes can only be exchanged for 

other Bank of England notes of the same face value. Public trust in the pound is now maintained 

by the operation of monetary policy, the objective of which is price stability. 

  

What are backing assets? 
To back their banknote issue, authorised banks may use a combination of Bank of England 

banknotes, UK coin and funds in an interest bearing bank account at the Bank of England. Bank 

of England banknotes held as backing assets may be held at an authorised location or at the Bank 

of England. Banknotes held at the Bank may include £1 million notes (Giants) and £100 million 

notes (Titans), which in physical terms are permanently held at the Bank. These backing assets 

would be used in the event that the Bank had to implement a Note Exchange Programme. 
AND SO Great Britain and Northern Ireland is not even that! Northern Ireland’s notes are not even 

legal!! 

Their website states: 

Are Scottish & Northern Ireland banknotes "legal tender"? 
In short ‘No’ these banknotes are not "legal tender"; furthermore, Bank of England banknotes are 

only legal tender in England and Wales. Legal tender has, however, a very narrow technical 

meaning in relation to the settlement of debt. If a debtor pays in legal tender the exact amount 

he/she owes under the terms of a contract (and in accordance with its terms), or pays this amount 

into court, he/she has good defence in law if he/she is sued for non-payment of the debt. 

 

[WELL I’LL BE BLOWN! NOT A GUARANTEE BUT ONLY A GOOD DEFENCE!!] 

 

In ordinary everyday transactions, the term "legal tender" in its purest sense need not govern a 

banknote's acceptability in transactions.  

[THIS SEEMS TO FLY FULL IN THE FACE OF WHAT WE HAVE BEEN LED TO 

BELIEVE DOES IT NOT – WHAT WeRe BEING TOLD HERE IS THAT “legal tender” in the 

sense of Bank of England notes or coin” NEED NOT GOVERN A “bank note’s acceptability in 

transactions.” 

 

SO WHAT ABOUT WeRe Bank’s notes?  

We’ll come to that later…they, The BOE continues: 
 

“The acceptability of a Scottish or Northern Ireland banknote as a means of payment is 

essentially a matter for agreement between the parties involved. If both parties are in agreement, 

Scottish and Northern Ireland banknotes can be used in England and Wales. Holders of genuine 

Scottish and Northern Ireland banknotes are provided with a level of protection similar to that 

provided to holders of Bank of England banknotes. This is because the issuing banks must back 

their banknote issue using a combination of Bank of England banknotes, UK coin and funds in 

an interest bearing bank account at the Bank of England.  
 


